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A guy or girl can be crazy or even rude, but the moment they smile and reveal their eye smile, they're the
cutest people in the universe! Eye smile: When a male or female smiles, their eyes become small and also
form into their own smile. Utilise your newly-found Korean language skills the moment you land in Korea or
even better â€” when you step on board your flight! My last name, Cho should also be written as [jo]. If the
person you are talking to is much older, make sure you bow down lower to show your respect. This term is
best used when you find out something extremely surprising and shocking. For a step-by-step booking guide
and that extra push, find out why flying on Korean Air might be just the thing to complete your Korea
experience! This is experimental at best and a work in progress. Input: Korean characters Hangul. Wae-yo is
formal and is usually used in moments of anger, confusion, and pure disbelief. If you really want to sound like
you're shocked use multiple "omos" back to back really fast! For example, "Lewis" should be typed in as
lu-i-seu. Jihachol Yok i eodiyeyo? One usually uses this term when wanting to make a current situation even
more dramatic. That member is referred to as the group's maknae and is often an evil naughty person with the
face of an angel. Fandom: Everyone who loves Korean pop culture, all in one big loving group. Trainee:
Pre-debut idols who spend hours practicing and perfecting their stage skills and talents. Yeogi ga eodiyeyo?
Korea is famous for its amazing shopping districts such as Myeongdong, Dongdaemun and Ewha Womans
University. Like saying "Really?! Fandom: Everyone who loves Korean pop culture, all in one big loving
group. Andwae is also one of those words you'll end up using by yourself while surfing the web and stumbling
upon a scandalous story or outrageous fan fiction.


